An Important Building Block For Your Biosecurity.


Don’t overlook a critical step in your biosecurity program - vehicles entering and leaving your facility. Microbes (germs) can travel farm to farm on vehicles, bringing those germs to your farm and flock. Stop them in their tracks with Sentry - disinfectant application through our automated delivery system can fill a vital role in your farm’s biosecurity plan.

- 22 nozzle spray arch with specially designed widespread nozzle pattern provides full coverage for trucks, pickups and sedans.
- Magnetic sensors automatically detect the presence of vehicles for convenient everyday use.
- Industrial-grade controller allows for on/off time adjustment for customized disinfecting.
- High pressure pump creates 1000 psi of water pressure
- Adjustable chemical injection up to 20% ratio for customer-provided disinfectant.
- Spray wand and 50 foot hose with high pressure (water) and low pressure (chemical) settings
Components of the VAL-CO Sentry System
Package includes the Sentry Pump, Controller and Filtration System, Sentry Fog Nozzles installed in Stainless Steel Tube, Spray Wand, 2 Automatic Sensors and Chemical Injector.* You provide the disinfectant of your choice, platforms (to allow you to gain access to hard to reach areas with the spray wand) and the frame.

* In cold weather, the pump & water supply need to be in a heated enclosure to avoid freezing. Likewise, heat tape should be applied to the spray arch to minimize the potential of freezing.

Call your local VAL-CO representative or distributor for more information on these and our other fine products.
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